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We the Brothers of Cain and aBel

Our night  — Cain. 
Abel — our day. 

How they care for the murderer! (maximum
security measures, in undisclosed directions), police, 
cameras, holding him by the hand the way they never cared
  for the one who would be murdered. 
If only so much attention 
had been given to a human being instead
before he’d fall
  on the deceitful indifference of the pavement. Dusk
won’t come, it avoids blood spills. And what does one need
stars for? They’re wounds just the same. Interrupted
   life trembles. Agony
searches for the water’s eye and the barrel of the gun appears instead
  like the eye of fire, like the closed eye of the world. 

Again, you were the murderer, Cain of the night
and in the morning you noticed you were also the murdered one
  your body splayed out like Abel’s, little brother. 

Crime is never beautiful,
no matter what the media makes of the criminal. 
A sacred punishment awaits. But why is this in the devils’ hands? 
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Making tiMe

I want to expand time within myself 
but it’s as if my hands are tied
  to time’s nuisance. 

All the memories traced walking on the grass,
is it true I walked before I arrived? I’ve rummaged

among the ruins of speculation with a horseshoe-sliver of dusk. 
This is not about writing poetry after having not lived, but bearing
life through language. I’ve owned so many treasure troves
filled with fear and no other wealth. Still,
I did my time, but
I leave my testament blank
so that unlike a shadow, it won’t block a thing. Gather

 all shadows
  like leaves, like testaments, 
like the bandages of old legend wounds
   not yet formed. 

I’m not comparing time 
to running water the way the ancient Greeks would,
     but to blood. 
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the staCk of Masks has Vanished

Masks
fall.

And the surrounding air
top
to bottom
fills with masks, whirling
as in an absurd dance,
                               eyeless.
Masks tumble
making the lively noise
            of birds when the shotgun
claims them.

Trickles of blood,
trickles of guilt-sweat
dissecting bare faces.
Out came bits of skulls, 
                          void,
jaws of hate,
evil teeth...

...masks at once
filled city squares
like the ruins of a fake pantheon.
Faces shivered,

paled and fainted,
               suffocated,
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they couldn’t stand this peeling off,
this being exposed
in front of the massive stack
                 of masks.
Claws swept in,
rummaging for masks
they needed after an earthquake
        that doesn’t destroy you,
another mask, a different kind,
that doesn’t consume you,
a mask of innocence,
of authority
a martyr’s mask,
the persecuted one’s,
a satyr’s mask,
a dissident’s,
a mask for the devout,
a poet’s mask,
they covered up
the skull’s vanity holes
filled the jaws of hate,
the sweetened looks
like cups of coffee
         with too much sugar
and the stack of masks vanished,
the road cleared.

People,
you can pass through here again.
You’re free to meet anyone,
except yourself.
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Lushnjë, Albania, near midnight,
some time in the last century…
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eVerything that Waits for Me

How many more things 
have I yet to finish, God —
a lifetime isn’t enough.
I need a whole forest when
I don’t even have a single tree to plant.
I need a street to walk on
when I, sadly, have already arrived. 

I need to form
my own face
with your hands
but you’re not around. 
I need to rest
when I’ve not done a thing. 

When I’m gone, I would like a smile
to linger in the air, just one,
but we don’t know how to read
air’s memory. 


